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The potential usefulness of unmanned stations in
the United States' antarctic program has been apparent for many years. Steady increases in construction and operational costs, especially in the continental interior, have focused attention on automated
facilities as all to the manned stations.
Automatic stations would be useful also as a system
of auxiliary observatories to the manned-station network oil Continent. For the pack-ice zone around
Antarctica, automatic stations offer a real hope for
collecting sophisticated data without the risk of life
in manned stations located oil
highly unpredictable and constantly moving sea ice.
However, despite the desirability of developing unmanned stations for Antarctica, it was only recently
that a study of their feasibility became practicable.
One reason is that the U.S. program in Antarctica
has only limited funds available for equipment development, and must utilize technological advances
derived from other research projects and industry.
Three technological advances of the last decade have
been especially important in this respect. First, perfection of isotope and other power sources has made
available equipment providing sustained, reliable
power with low maintenance characteristics. Second,
the development of solid-state electronics and printed
circuitry, hastened by the Space Age's demands, has
produced electronic components of low weight, compactness, and high reliability. Third, and perhaps
most important, communication links provided by the
synchronous telecommunication satellites now perlilit
direct coiiiiiiunications between stations in the south
polar region and universities and institutions of all
nations working in Antarctica. With these three advances producing a variety of off-the-shelf" hardware and new l)ove1 and telecommunication systems,
it seemed appropriate in 1967 to commence a detailed
study of an unmanned, automatic antarctic station.
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In August 1967, through a grant to Stanford University, the National Science Foundation's Office of
Antarctic Programs launched a study of unmanned,
automatic geophysical observatories for use in Antarctica. The objectives of the study were to identify
major problems of building and operating unattended
stations for a year in the polar environment and encoding and transmitting data to the U.S.A. via
conimunication satellites. Once established, the stations would be visited annually by scientists and engineers who would revise the experiments conducted
and Perform station maintenance. If the investigations showed the concept to be feasible, the design
and construction of a prototype station might then
proceed.
The first year's investigations resulted in a comprehensive report oil feasibility of the unmanned
automatic station (Jenny and Lapson, 1968) . Other
reports have dealt with the use of the automatic station by scientists of several nations as well as the
comparative capital investment and operating costs of
manned and unlllanned stations (Smith and Jenny,
1968), the electronic design of the station (Jenny,
1968a), and design optimization for data collection
systems such as those which will be employed in the
automatic station (Jenn y, 1968b) . In this report, we
summarize the feasibility study and outline current
research and development activities, including plans
for field testing of station components during the
1969-1970 austral summer and the 1970 austral winter, and discuss the role of the station user—the experiumenter---in the preparations for the eventual
placement of a frilly operational automatic station in
Antarctica.
The Feasibility Study
In the feasibilit y study, all the atmospheric and
meteorological experiments presently being conducted
in Antarctica were to be examined as potential candidates for an automatic station. While the automatic
stations eventually built might not include all the
experiments considered, the station-sensor interface,
power requirements, and other criteria for each potential experiment would have been examined at the
time the basic station system design was developed
and hopefully provided for in the station design. Station experiments can be expected to vary with geographic location. For example, stations located in
areas of poor weather might not include sky-looking
sensors such as amoral photoiimeters. In other instances, proximity to the Geomagnetic Pole iiiight
dictate emphasis on certain ionospheric experiments.
lime nine fields of experiments considered in the initial feasibilit y studs' (Table 1) incorporated much of
the observational J)rogramli presently conducted by the
U.S.A. in the atmimospheric/iommosphieric sciences in
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Antarctica. For each experiment, estimates were
made of power requirements, the space needed for
the experiment packages, and the volume of data to
be transmitted from the station to the communication satellite. As the studies progressed, the early estimates of experimental design requirements remained
fairly valid with one exception—failure to assess adequately the scientific requirement for a network of
stations, systematically spaced throughout a 100 km2
or 200 km 2 area of the ice cap, to provide data on the
near-surface meteorological regime in Antarctica
(Lettau and Schwerdtfeger, 1967). Micro- and macrometeorological instrumentation associated with automatic stations, possibly reporting to a central,
manned observatory, will be necessary in future antarctic programs.
Once the experiments' power requirements, data
transmission rates, and space requirements were
known, a design study of the housing—or "shell"1—
of the station and the station's data encoding and
transmission systems could proceed. The station housing was to meet worst-case criteria for the antarctic
environment: temperatures as low as —88°C., winds
to 240 km/hour, and snow accumulation up to 2 in
year. Placement of the station instrument package
below and above the snow surface was considered.
Below the surface, a more constant temperature is
obtained for the station environment and, at a depth
of a few meters, the temperature stabilizes near the
mean annual surface temperature of the location.'
Offsetting the environmental advantages of a buried
station were certain advantages in a surface or elevated station, such as ease of communication and the
orientation of sky-looking optical sensors.
As the feasibility study progressed, it became apparent that insulation against antarctic environmental extremes could be provided for a surface or abovesurface installation, and that the erection of the housing on a tripod-like leg arrangement above the snow
surface provided a solution to the snow-accumulation
problem. Calculations showed that such an arrangement would probably meet a most important criterion: the alignment of the station's antenna with the
communication satellite would remain constant regardless of wind load or buffeting of the station.
Thus, the plan for an elevated station emerged, supported by considerable engineering data. The artist's
concept of the station was remarkably similar to the
prototype station housing now under construction
(see cover and Fig. 1). Mounted on the station instrument capsule and in the surrounding snow are
'A solution similar to the burial of the station housing has
been employed in Soviet automatic weather stations in the
Arctic Ocean, where the instrument package is oftentimes
suspended in the water below the sea ice (Olenicoff,
1968).
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Figure 1 . Artist's concept of the antarctic automatic station assembly, the station checkout van, and power supplies.

the various sensing transducers and antennas. Sensors
which are exposed to the environment will require
careful design to insure that they operate throughout
the year; experience gained in designing the station
should be applicable to sensor development, especially
of those which are subjected to environmental conditions. The riometer, micropulsation, magnetometer,
and VLF antennas will be buried in the snow to reduce noise generated by static electrical discharges of
the dry, blowing snow, and to prevent damage by
wind and ice. Some meteorological sensors and skylooking instruments, such as auroral photometers,
will be mounted directly on the instrument capsule.
In the feasibility study, attention was given to control mechanisms that would maintain the temperature
in the electronics module of the automatic station
near 20°C. regardless of outside temperature fluctuations. A thermal switching or venting mechanism to
regulate the temperature was identified as a key part
of the automatic station design, although the detailed
studies of solutions now adopted did not emerge at
that time.
In addition to the design, certain "housekeeping"
requirements for the station were considered. One of
these was the operation, on command, of a flashing
strobe and/or radio beacon to guide the aircraft
bringing engineers for the annual maintenance of the
station and revision of its experiments. Also, the mechanical engineering in the study merged with the
electronic design to consider methods of erecting the
station in the field. A station checkout van (Fig.
1), equipped with jacking mechanisms to erect the
station and calibration equipment for the verification
of the station's electronic and communication systems
as well as experiments, will be utilized in the station's field installation and in the annual maintenance. This van, configured to be air-transportable
by LC-130 Hercules aircraft, will have weight and
traction characteristics that will permit its movement
from the aircraft to the automatic station site by two
motor toboggans operating in tandem.
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

The electronic design goals were a low-power, highreliability, small-volume electronic package that could
be incorporated in a compact station instrument capsule. A large portion of the work in the feasibility
study concerned means of achieving these goals, including preliminary designs of circuitry for the solutions adopted. In the control of the station experiments, three alternatives presented themselves, all of
which had been used successfully in spacecraft control systems: sequencers, command decoders, and
general-purpose computers. Sequencers execute tasks
in a fixed, prearranged chronological order, while
command decoders execute commands transmitted
from a controlling station in any sequence. Both of
these methods of experiment control are inflexible in
that the timing sequences and/or command repertoires are fixed by the hardware configuration
adopted in station construction. The general-purpose
computer, on the other hand, permits reprogramming
of central functions. Available computers, including
several projected for spacecraft use in the early 1970s,
were surveyed for application to the antarctic automatic station (Cliff, 1966). No suitable computer was
found, however. The most suitable off-the-shelf computer, the IBM 4 - Model TC, has a mean time between failures of 8,000 hours, which implies a 37 percent chance of successful operation throughout a calendar year. The NASA-sponsored computer developments for spacecraft would yield higher reliability at
lower power consumption; however, the cost of these
computers is expected to be above the limits set for
the antarctic unmanned station development. Development of special-purpose station components which
perform the basic functions of the computer became
the alternative adopted in the feasibility study, with
the hardware taking the form of a data encoder, a
command decoder, and a sequencer or clock). The
data encoder accepts the data from the various station experiments as well as engineering or housekeeping data such as voltages, temperatures, and
pressures. The command decoder accepts the signals
received via satellite from the home laboratory and
assembles them into commands which adjust the station experiment sampling rates. Design of these special-purpose components emerged as one of the main
tasks in the construction of a prototype station.
The planned operating system for the automatic
station is shown in Fig. 2. Using a command link or
encoder as a means of changing the experiment operating modes in the field, the facilities required in
the U.S.A. include a command encoder, a receiving
system with both recording and real-time monitoring
equipment, and associated transmitting and receiving
antennas. In Antarctica, within the automatic station,
there will be a command receiving system associated
with the antennas, a decoding unit which directs the
changes in experiment mode through inputs to the
November—December 1969
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Figure 2. Operating system for the unmanned antarctic station.

various sensors, and the encoding systems which receive the data from the sensors and prepare them for
transmission. A digital clock system will also be
provided.
The design study called for communication via
satellite systems. Communication with polar-orbiting
satellites requires data storage facilities at the station,
including mechanical components such as tape-recording systems. These were ruled out, however, because of the high degree of probable failure, in addition to the fact that they could not "dump" the
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Figure 3. Visibility of planned synchronous communications satellites, including Intelsat (INT) and NASA experimental (ATS) vehicles. The shaded portion of Antarctica, approximately 28 percent
of the Continent, is served by Pole and Vostok Stations.
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amount of data accumulated at the station during
the brief period that the satellite was passing overhead. The synchronous satellites are the only satellites
capable of relaying the data at the high rates of speed
that they are generated at the proposed station. Synchronous satellites also have the advantage of providing data availability on a real-time basis in the
U.S.A. if so desired. These satellites are not visible
above 81°S., however; therefore, the choice of location for unmanned, automatic stations using direct
satellite relay links is limited to some extent (Fig. 3)
With the United States' manned station at the South
Geographic Pole, and the U.S.S.R. Vostok Station at
the Geomagnetic Pole--both likely to continue in operation into the foreseeable future—this blind area to
the synchronous satellites south of 81 O S. is not a real
limitation. Seventy-two percent of Antarctica, including the scientifically interesting Ross and Filchner Ice
Shelves, is in direct view of one or another of the
synchronous communication satellites.
The prototype design calls for a 6-foot parabolic
antenna. The final antenna-size : transmitter-power
combination will depend on the actual satellite used
and the operational power of the other ground stations using the satellite. Projections for the Intelsat
satellite and ground stations in use in 1972 indicate
that an 8 or 10-foot antenna would be desirable. The
feasibility of using larger antennas will be determined
front gathered during the 1969-1970 austral
summer.
Finally, attention was given to power sul)plieS. Examination of isotope lower supplies proved somewhat
disappointing, many of them being unsuitable because
of mechanical configuration, excess weight, or high
degree of heat radiation that would require special
foundation mounting on a snow surface. Overall,
however, the determinant limiting feature of the isotope power supply is the high cost. One power source,
the SNAP 27–A, which uses a plutonium 238 core, is
very effective front standpoint of design (it was
specifically developed for the Apollo lunar automaticstation experiment packages) . It produces sufficient
power (70 watts) , is light weight, and is constructed so that waste containment is well provided
for—which is a consideration of some importance in
meeting the provisions of the Antarctic Treaty. The
limitations of isotope power sources are a temporary
problem: by the late 1970s, they should become more
cost -effective as well as efficient. Propane was ruled
out because of the high probability of mimechanical
failure and the ever-present condensation problem.
Wind-powered generators, which utilize one of Antarctica's most abundant comniodities, also received
attention by the design team. Toward this end, data
provided by the Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition on wind-powered generators 01)crated at Lewis and Chick Islands were most helpful.
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Evaluation of the wind-powered generators reveals
that, with modifications, several of them in series
could provide sufficient power to a battery storage
bank to operate the automatic stations over a period
of a year.2
Current Work
Once the feasibility study had been evaluated, it
was decided to proceed in a two-phase development
contract toward the production of a prototype automatic unimianned station. The first phase of the work,
which began in August 1968, concentrates on the production and field testing of a full-scale model of the
automatic station, the design and prototype construction of a thermal regulating system, and the design
and prototype production of the electronic components such as the data encoder. Furthermore, the
Stanford design team has as a requirement the preparation of specifications that will allow, in the second
phase of the prototype development, a contract with
an industrial firm for the production of off-time-shelf
hardware and station assembly, should it he decided
to adopt that approach to phase two of the work. The
second phase, in other words, may proceed as a continuing in-house project at Stanford University, or it
may be competitively awarded to an industrial firm
which would take the Stanford-developed components and mate them with specified off-the-shelf items
of hardware to produce a fully operational prototype
of the station.
As noted, the design of the station housing has proceeded to a very large degree along the lines of the
preliminary sketches made during the feasibility study.
Between April and August 1969, a full-scale working
mimodel was constructed at the Stanford mechanical
engineering laboratories. The static testing of this
model was SO successful that plans for wind-tunnel
testing at NASA's Ames Research Center were abandoned. Under simulated wind loads of up to 320
kin/hour, there was very little movement of the station, thus verifying to a large extent a computer
modelin g of the station's tower members and their
inherent strength. This model will he shipped to Byrd
Station in mid-Decemimbem' for erection near the outlying very-low-frequency facility operated by Stanford
University.
1)uring tIme 1970 austral winter, a series of tests will
be made to measure foundation-settling problems and
the effects of wind load on the station, its tower assemubly, and the antenna dish. These measurements
of mechanical adjustmiients in the foundation and vibrations caused by wind are imuportamit in assessing
2

Currently, our design team is receiving very useful reports
from the New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial Research's Antarctic Division, which is operating
a wind-powered generator at Vanda Station.
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the reliability of the data link between the station and
the satellite. The measurements will be conducted by
the wintering personnel from Stanford University—
Evans Paschal and Robert Bly, Jr.
A second phase of the mechanical engineering
process has been the design of a foundation unit (Fig.
4) that will be placed at a depth of approximately
4 ft in the snow. Once the foundation is in place, the
station-tower legs will be erected and the capsule and
antenna placed on top of the tower. The foundation
design has utilized the snow engineering data obtained in Antarctica by the U.S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory and the U.S. Army Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory.
Additional measurements planned for the 19691970 austral summer include testing of a flashing
strobe light beacon (at Byrd Station) to allow aircraft pilots to assess the beacon's visibility." These
tests will determine the effectiveness of the strobe in
guiding incoming aircraft to the station on the featureless antarctic ice cal). Another measurement conteinpiated during the 1969-1970 summer is a test of a
satellite communication link between Byrd and/or
Siple Station in Ellsworth Land and Stanford University. The assessment of the satellite link is, at this
moment, perhaps the least important field test to be
conducted, since tests have already been made using
NASA's ATS-C satellite. In these tests, sea-ice conditions as seen by the ESSA Nimbus satellite were
relayed to USCGC Glacier in the first year of the
International Weddell Sea Oceanographic Expedition
(Dale, 1968), and repeated in the second year of the
project. Nonetheless, additional tests of the Antarctica-U.S.A. communication link via synchronous
communication satellite will be useful, especiall y at
the horizonal limits around 81°S.
The rest of the current work relates to developInents taking place in the electronic and mechanical
engineering laboratories at Stanford University. The
electronic engineering includes the design and testing of the data encoder and command decoder, the
design of the transmitter and receiver components
and the specification of components for these two
units, the specification of system-integrating equipment such as cable runs and housekeeping components, and the preparation of the overall engineering
design specifications for phase two of the project. The
components of the automatic station, together with
the current development tasks, are shown in Fig. 5.
The electronic units currently being fabricated are
the data encoder and the command decoder. The
data encoder receives analog and digital signals from
In the final station design, a high-frequency radio homer
or flashing strobe will he installed on the station that can
be activated from the satellite or from the incoming aircraft.
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Figure 4. Model of the automatic station foundation assembly.

the experiments and combines them into a single
digital data stream which is applied to the transmitter. The sampling rate of any input channel can be
changed by modifying the contents of a memory unit
through the command link. The data encoder is fabricated using bipolar and metal-oxide semiconductor
integrated circuits mounted on printed circuit cards.
These cards plug into wirewrap connector blocks,
where interconnections are made. The command decoder accepts command bits and synchronization signals from the command receiver and produces pulses
or level changes in the appropriate command wire,
or transfers a new word to. the data encoder memory
depending on the information it receives. The corn-
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Table 1. Summary of automatic-station requirements
Station Components

Bit rate
(bits/sec)

Power
(Watts)
37.5

1. Telemetry
Parabolic antenna
Receiver
Transmitter
Sampler
A/D converter
Clock
Command decoder
DC/DC converter
and regulator
2. Experiments
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(a) Riometer
(b) Aurora and airglow
(c) Cosmic rays
(d) Geomagnetism
(e) Micropulsations
(f) Meteorology
(g) Seismology
(h) VLF-spectrum
(i) VLF-phase
(j Housekeeping
3. Beacon (radio + strobe)
4. Totals

15
3
1.5
7

6ftdia.
200
1,700
200
200
1,200
200
400

65

7,900

10
5
5

10
5
5
10
6
5
5
5
10
5
12

600
0
1,700
800
600
200
800
1,700
800
500
200

102.5

12,000

300
0.1
80
2.5 kHz
2

400 + 2.5 kHz

Comments

4,100

400

mand decoder uses technology identical to that of the
data encoder.
Other work in progress at Stanford University is
the design and testing of a thermal regulating mechanism for the venting of excess heat in the station. Although recognized as a vital part of the overall station design, the specific solution that has been
adopted did not emerge until the first phase of the
current work began. The thermal regulating device
is a slender tube, vertically oriented, with the greater
portion of its lower end embedded in the heavily insulated electronic instrument package, and the upper
end exposed to the outside environment. The tube
contains freon vapor and liquid and a nitrogen gas
bubble. In operation, the freon condenses on the cold
surface at the upper end of the tube. There, the
freon evaporates, absorbing heat from the package
and, flowing as a vapor, recondenses at the cold end
of the tube where the heat is released. Since the evaporation and condensation processes take place at essentially the same temperature, it is possible to
achieve the effect of a very high thermal conductivity
structure in a small-diameter tube. Temperature regulation is provided by the nitrogen gas bubble, which
is confined by the flowing freon vapor to the cold
end of the tube. As the tube's temperature increases,
the freon vapor pressure increases and compresses the
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Volume
(in')

10 bits/word
I part in 1010

30' X 30' ground plane
6" diameter dome
Three 6-foot loops
Analog bandwidth
Beacon strobe and antenna
outside
Volume = 15 ft' including
packaging allowance.

nitrogen bubble. The diminished gas bubble exposes
more of the cold surface of the tube to the freon
vapor, resulting in an increased rate of condensation
and, consequently, heat transfer. By careful design of
this device—called a heat pipe—it will go from a
state of high to low thermal conductivity in response
to temperature changes of only a few degrees in the
electronic package.
By June 1970, all activities in the first phase of the
development of the station will have been completed,
and sufficient data will have been received from Byrd
Station on the working model to evaluate the success
of the field and laboratory tests. We fully expect to be
ready then to proceed with the second phase of the
station's development, which will lead to the completion of a fully operational prototype.
Interface of Station and Experiments
Under current plans, a full-scale working prototype
of the automatic station will be completed by the
1971-1972 austral summer. At that time, prospective
experimenters should have readied their antennas and
other sensors and be prepared for the interfacing of
their equipment with the automatic station itself. The
role of the experimenter in the automatic station is
not unlike that of the scientist participating in proANTARCTIC JOURNAL

Table 2. Interfaces between the antarctic automatic station and the experiments
Interface

Furnished by station

Furnished by experiment

Comments

Data encoder

Periodic sampling (switches
and timing signals)

DC voltage or digital value
stored in shift register

Experimenter specifies
desired sampling rate

Command decoder

Pulses and level changes on
command

Change of operating mode

Experimenter specifies
number and type of
commands desired

Power supply

± 5 V and ± 15 V. Average
power about 6 W

Special voltage converters

Experimenter specifies
current for each
power supply

System clock

Stability: 5 parts in 1011.
Available clock values:
1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz

Mechanical

Mechanical specification

Compliance

Radio-frequency
interference

RFI specification

Compliance

Checkout

Van, standard test equipment,
programming of tests,
consultation

Important test points brought
out to connector

grams aboard scientific satellites in which packages
of sensors are installed. The design of experiments for
use with the station described above will require radical changes in the makeup of antarctic experiments.
The unmanned station concept requires that experiments be designed for low power consumption, high
reliability, and limited space requirements. The average experiment will have a power budget of 5-6 watts
to run all electronic circuitry. This compares favorably with the 3-4 watts available on satellites, but it
is orders of magnitude lower than the power requirements of most experiments carried out in Antarctica
today.
Low-power devices and circuit techniques are generally available and will have to be used in designing
experiments for the automatic station. Since the unmanned station will be serviced only once a year,
equipment reliability will be an important factor, and
a formal reliability analysis will have to be performed
on each experiment package to determine its dependability. High reliability is required to assure that the
experiment survives for one year—for example, the
mean time between failures for the experiment must
be 10 years in order to yield a probability of 0.9 of
surviving for one year. This requirement will necessitate the redesign of some equipment to eliminate
unreliable parts (e.g., vacuum tubes) . It will also
necessitate careful attention to the design of the sensors themselves.
Average space of 0.5 ft has been allowed for each
experiment, which is generous by spacecraft standards, but far less than the space that antarctic experimenters are accustomed to having available. There
November—December 1969

Experimenter specifies
calibration procedure
and acceptable performance levels

will be three standard experiment sizes whose exact
dimensions will be made available later to prospective
investigators. These specifications will also deal with
the recommended packaging techniques, thermal
problems, and locations, type, and use of standard
connectors. Each experiment will have to be designed
so as not to interfere with the other experiments and
the operation of the station itself. The principal
source of interference is RF emissions, and a set of
design principles will have to be followed to minimize them. Sufficient decoupling will be required
from the power busses to prevent pulses from propagating along them. Also, adequate RF shielding will
have to be provided. DC-to-DC converters will use
high switching frequencies (e.g., 100 kHz) in order
not to interfere with the VLF experiments.
Table 2 summarizes some of the major relation ships or interfaces between individual scientific experiments and the automatic station components. The
experimenter must specify how often he wants his
output sampled. This output sample rate should be as
low as possible consistent with the desired accuracy;
in the ideal case, the sampling rate is simply twice the
highest frequency of interest. However, real phenomena usually do not have abrupt frequency cutoffs and
aliasing errors result from the overlapping of their
low amplitude : high frequency spectral trails. Therefore, in order to choose a sampling frequency, the
experimenter must have a good idea of the frequency
spectrum of the phenomenon. The sampling frequency of any experiment can be changed through
the command link so that the choice, though important, is not irrevocable.
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Figure 6. The automatic-station housing in its final assembly and
check-out stage at Stanford University. The mechanical prototype
will be shipped to Byrd Station in late December, 1969 for erection and evaluation durng the 1970 austral winter.

The command decoder furnishes signals to the experiment to change operational modes. These signals
are of two types—one a short pulse that can be applied to a relay or control counter, and the other a
steady connection supplied by a latching relay. Experimenters will have to determine how man y and
what type of commands they will require.
The specifications that will be of use to the prospective experimenter utilizing the unmanned antarctic automatic station will be summarized in a technical handbook on the interfaces between the station
and the experiment packages. This manual should be
completed during the first phase of the development
study. It is clear that, in many of the atmospheric
disciplines, work at the universities and agency laboratories must proceed concurrently with the automatic
station development if designs of new sensors are to
be readied by the time the automatic station itself has
been completed.
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